**GOOD MORNING**

**WEATHER**

**YESTERDAY**

- Maximum: 29°C (+1)
- Minimum: 19.8°C (+1)
- Humidity: 80% (+4)

**THE FORECAST**

- Maximum: 34°C
- Minimum: 27°C

**EXPECTED**

- Rain or thunderstorm around 2pm

**SUNSET**

SUNSET: 6.10pm

**IN BRIEF**

**Calcutta**

- Safety over Sealdah trade
- Feele four closed to goods traffic
- Weekend all-clear for trucks to end backlog
- Women hit by bus
- Traffic restrictions, the officer said. "We also try to pro-
- Satabdi Bhattacharjee, 50, a school teacher who has a "circle drive" with the Class 5 students, said, "The students have been asked to speak out about their "harm".

**BRIDGES OF SIGHS**

*TOULSUYE BRIDGE*

*BELGACHHIA BRIDGE*

**TOULSUYE BRIDGE**

Lahouche: Police on Saturday arrested a driver of a truck for running a red light, affecting the flow of traffic at the Belgaum flyover. trains because of the delays reported by commuters.

**BELGACHHIA BRIDGE**

*TOULSUYE BRIDGE*

*BELGACHHIA BRIDGE*

**SIGNS OF THE TIMES**

Trucks stranded on the Shappi Expressway. Photo by Dipak Sanyal

**BRIDGES OF SIGNS**

**Safety over Sealdah trade**

Sealdah: Trucks in the bustling marketplaces under the Sealdah flyover are set to roll freely again. The...}

**Weekend all-clear for trucks to end backlog**

Trucks are set to roll freely again in and around Calcutta from tomorrow with the traffic restrictions in place on weekends to be lifted. Traffic restrictions, the officer said.

**Woman hit by bus**

A 40-year-old woman was knocked down by a bus near Belinda train station on National Railway Road.

**Traffic Timings**

Morning: Some limited traffic restrictions have been changed to make way for Puja preparations. The...}

**DUE NORTH**

Lafranier: Police on Saturday arrested a driver of a truck for running a red light, affecting the flow of traffic at the Belgaum flyover. trains because of the delays reported by commuters.
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